Is non-insulin dependent glucose uptake a therapeutic alternative? Part 1: physiology, mechanisms and role of non insulin-dependent glucose uptake in type 2 diabetes.
Several decades of research for treating type 2 diabetes have yielded new drugs but the actual experience with the available oral antidiabetic compounds clearly shows that therapeutic needs are not matched. This highlights the urgent need for exploring other pathways. All cell types have the capacity to take up glucose independently of insulin, whereby basal but also hyperglycaemia-promoted glucose supply is ensured. Although poorly explored, insulin-independent glucose uptake might nevertheless represent a therapeutic target, as an alternative to the clear limits of actual drug treatments. This review not only critically examines some major pathways not requiring insulin (although they may be influenced by the hormone) but importantly, this analysis extends to the clinical applicability of these potential therapeutic principles by also considering their predictable tolerability for long-term therapy. In particular vascular safety (the ultimate problem linked with diabetes) will be envisaged because of the ubiquitous distribution of glucose transporters and some linked mechanisms. Several mechanisms can be identified which do not require insulin for their functioning. The first part of this review deals with the description, the regulation and the limits of some mechanisms representing potential pharmacological targets capable of having a highly significant impact on glucose uptake. These selected topics are: a) unmasking and/or activation of glucose transporters in cell plasma membranes, b) insulin mimetics acting at postreceptor level, c) activation of AMPK, d) increasing nitric oxide and e) increasing glucose-6P and glycogen stores.